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While a solid understanding of human being behavior theory can be an essential tool for developing and
implementing successful wellness promotion programs, changing health behavior requires multiple skills beyond
the capability to just apply theory. Students will come away with a clear understanding of how theory
"suits" into the bigger scope of public health research and practice. The reader will first gain a broad
understanding of health, public wellness, health behavior and health promotion planning. Finally, visitors will
learn about the essential duties of measurement, evaluation, and translation through an examination a
different group of application "tools". Divided into three sections, the reserve takes a unique ecological
method of learning about health behavior theory and its application. This is followed by a straightforward
and expansive look at the most commonly applied theories and methods to public health analysis and
programs.
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Search for another health behavior book After taking several health behavior classes centered on theory, I
would say this is the worst book I've ever continue reading health behavior theory. It's an extremely hard
read to complete because it's not really well written, it does not mesh with the existing literature on all
theories, and it over-emphasizes some very odd examples. It will not be ideal for you, and I would certainly
argue how it presents at least one of the theories it includes. Good textbook! Believe me, you will under no
circumstances use it again. Unless it really is absolutely necessary for your class, I would spread it.
Application is essential, but by the 5th example, it's redundant. Easily among the worst textbooks I've ever
read Easily one of the worst textbooks I've ever read. I love it. This is one of those few for me. Please,
don't purchase this reserve unless you're necessary to. Five Stars good book for public health people! Five
Stars Good book with a good pricing Four Stars This book is a wonderful supplement to the course I'm
taking, Health Behavior and Education. There are simply therefore many textbooks you need to buy as a
grad pupil, but only so few one could actually appreciate while reading/producing notes. This entire reserve
could probably be summed up in 3-4 chapters if he wasn't going on and on about nothing. Very easy to read
and follow. This reserve is well-written. If that is for a course, rent it, do NOT buy it. Five Stars School
project. thanks a lot AA ++ Five Stars came as described. Health Behavior Theory for Open public Health
This is a great book. The author does not have any idea how to write obviously or succinctly. I will

recommend it to any General public Health Major. I like how authors constantly had multiple examples to
show how theories and concepts can be applied in each of the chapters. very useful Easy to read This is my
first review on textbooks. Two Stars Definitely a hardcore read. If that is for your own information on
behavior wellness theories, DO NOT BUY THIS BOOK.
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